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About Sanlam
	
Sanlam is a diversified financial services company headquartered in South Africa, with a strong presence in more than 30 countries on the African continent, India, Malaysia and selected developed markets.
	

	Sanlam at a glance
	Our strategy
	Our history
	Leadership
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Sanlam's superior performance demonstrates strategy execution and vision
 
Sanlam today reported a strong operating performance in its 2023 annual results after a series of adverse events impacted the global economy between 2020 and 2022, beginning with the Covid-19 pandemic.
 
Read more

	

	

	
	






	

Investor centre
	
Find information about our performance, dividends and investor events.
		
	Why invest in Sanlam
	Our latest performance
	Capital Markets Days
	Reporting centre
	Presentations
	Shareholder information
	Debt investors
	Dividend payment
	Investor relations contacts
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Capital Markets Days
 
18 and 19 October 2023
 
Read more

	

	


	

	



	

About Sustainability
	
At Sanlam, our dedication to sustainability  stands as a central aspect of our purpose-led strategy. Our efforts remain focused on creating shared value, deepening financial inclusion and the promotion of sustainable investment decisions , environmental wellness and alignment with the SDGs.
		
	Sustainability
	Foundation
	Transformation
	Governance
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Sanlam expects strong performance for the 2023 year
 
Sanlam today released a trading statement in advance of the release of the group's 2023 financial results. The release informs the market of the expected ranges of increases in key earnings metrics.
 
Read more

	

	


	








Media
	
Find the latest media releases, Sanlam news, speeches and award wins.
		
	Media releases
	Our videos
	Podcasts
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Sanlam to increase stake in Shriram’s insurance business
 
The transaction will see Sanlam increase its stakes in Shriram General Insurance Co (SGIC) and Shriram Life Insurance Co (SLIC).
 
Read more
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We empower generations to be 

financially confident, secure and prosperous

View our videos	









ABOUT US
	
We preserve manage and 
grow your wealth

We are a purpose-led organisation, with all our efforts centred on helping our clients live with confidence. We promote financial inclusion, transformation and empowerment through our broad product and financial advice offering, inclusive culture and partnership approach. We have a proven track record of delivering superior value to clients, employees, shareholders and broader society.

Read more about us	

	

WHY INVEST IN SANLAM
	
Becoming an 
African champion

Unrivalled long-term growth potential as the leading non-banking financial services group on the African continent. Supported by brand appeal and customer loyalty, a strong capital base and operational cash generation and the best skills and expertise in the industry, all built on our foundation of purpose, values and culture.

Read more on why invest in Sanlam	

	

SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY
	
More than
just words

We are building on our purpose-led strategy across the Sanlam Group as part of our ongoing sustainability journey to focus on shared value creation, deepening financial inclusion, driving sustainable investment decisions throughout our assets under management, value chains and ecosystems, and optimising value through our strategic partnerships. 

Read more about our sustainability strategy	
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Announcement relating to the Sanlam's insurance businesses in India

Mr Paul Hanratty, Group CEO, will host a teleconference at 16h00 (SA time) on 5 April 2024.

SENS

Teleconference link











	


	





	
	

WHY INVEST
	
We are an African champion with attractive and sustainable long-term growth prospects.
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Diverse products
	
	Insurance
	Savings and Investments
	Corporate
	Asset and Wealth Management
	Retail Credit
	Financial Planning and Advice
	Healthcare
	Wills and Estates
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Partnerships
	
	Banks
	Telcos
	Financial Services
	Non-financial Services
	Retailers
	Strategic co-investors in Africa
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Technology
	
	Modernising core business
	Future-fit client ecosystems
	Disruptive product innovation and digitalisation
	Digital native businesses
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Sustainability
	
	Shared value creation
	Financial inclusion
	ESG integration in asset management
	Strategic partnerships



		


Read more about our investment proposition
	






By embedding sustainability into our business strategy, we believe this is the best way for us to achieve our purpose
  	

	
	
	
	

	

 


SUSTAINABILITY
	
Shared value creation

As a financial services company, we recognise the critical role we have in socio-economic development by creating an enabling environment for accelerated economic recovery and sustainable, inclusive economic growth. We can only do this by being a responsible business, delivering long-term growth, real impact and shared value across the markets and communities where we operate. 

Read more about our Sanlam sustainability	

 

SUSTAINABILITY
	
Financial inclusion

Is key to unlocking sustainable and inclusive growth and critical for economies and communities to prosper. Sanlam believes everyone should have access to financial services to drive their own financial future. One of our business goals is to acquire 50 million new customers across Africa by 2025 and we are using our strategic partnerships to facilitate greater financial access and education.
	
Read more about our Sanlam sustainability

 

SUSTAINABILITY
	
ESG integration

ESG integration in asset management, value chains and ecosystems. As an investor and asset owner, we recognise the importance of responsible investment which is integrated into our decision-making and catalysed in Sanlam's Responsible Investment and Stewardship Report. We are aligned with local and global best practice to enhance our sustainable investment practices into our investment process to focus our purpose, manage risk and protect resilience.

Read more about our Sanlam sustainability	

 

SUSTAINABILITY
	
Strategic partnerships

Strategic partnerships is our fourth pillar, because of the role we take in creating sustainable value chains with strategic partners, particularly locally, who help unlock shared value. We are leveraging our partnership model to enhance access to financial services and introduce a broader spectrum of society to the benefits of financial resilience through the financial and digital ecosystems that Sanlam and its partners are creating. 

Read more about our Sanlam sustainability	

 

  

	




VIDEOS









Group CEO Commentary on Strategy




















Sanlam Group CEO synopsis of Sanlam’s 2023 Annual Financial Results










	










Consensus estimates for 2023 and 2024


Read more



Sanlam Capital Markets Days


Read more



2023 Interim results


Read more











News
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05 April 2024



Sanlam to increase stake in Shriram’s insurance business

Sanlam today announced that it has reached an agreement to significantly increase the group’s shareholding in the Shriram Group insurance businesses in India.

Read more
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07 March 2024



Sanlam's superior performance demonstrates strategy execution and vision

Sanlam today reported a strong operating performance in its 2023 annual results after a series of adverse events impacted the global economy between 2020 and 2022, beginning with the Covid-19 pandemic.

Read more
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29 February 2024



Sanlam expects strong performance for the 2023 year

Sanlam today released a trading statement in advance of the release of the group's 2023 financial results. The release informs the market of the expected ranges of increases in key earnings metrics.

Read more







View more 
















INVESTOR INFORMATION



Share Price


Tuesday 9 April 2024
6738zac
	


Read more 
	

 



Sens


Read more 










Sanlam Top Empowered 
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Sanlam is a 12 time winner of the Investment Analysts Society award for excellence in communication and financial reporting.
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Sanlam has been certified as a 
Top Employer for the nineth consecutive year.
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Satrix received nine awards for the 5th Annual South African Tracker Funds.
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Sanlam Rewards' Wealth Bonus was recognised as the best long-term loyalty programme for 2023.
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INVESTOR CALENDAR



7 March 2024

2023 Annual Results 

Add to calendar	



16 May 2024

First quarter operational update

Add to calendar	



5 June 2023

Annual General Meeting 2024

Add to calendar	





Downloads

	Reporting suite
	Presentations and roadshows
	Sustainability
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0860 726 526
	
Sanlam Head Office
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